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All-optical switching refers to the magnetization reversal induced by ultrashort laser pulses. Both single-pulse all-optical helicity-independent switching and multiple pulses all-optical helicity-dependent switching have been reported for GdFeCo thin films. In this paper, we demonstrate that for two GdFeCo compositions, the transition between these two behaviors can appear by increasing the thickness of the Pt capping or by tuning the laser fluence. The two types of switching cannot be observed for the same set of parameters, which supports that their mechanisms are uncorrelated. Our calculations indicate that the transition may be induced by a strong inhomogeneity of the electronic temperature within the thickness of the GdFeCo layer in the subpicosecond timescale.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of ultrafast magnetism, the subpicosecond demagnetization induced by femtosecond (fs) laser pulses was first observed in the pioneering experiment of Beaurepaire et al. [1]. Later, it was demonstrated that fs laser pulse could switch the magnetization without a magnetic field. This effect was called all-optical switching (AOS). AOS is considered a potential high-speed technique to write information in the field of magnetic data storage, memory, and logic devices [2].

In 2007, Stanciu et al. reported the deterministic magnetic switching, namely all-optical helicity-dependent switching (AO-HDS), in a GdFeCo thin film by sweeping a circularly polarized fs laser beam [3,4]. In 2014, Mangin et al. demonstrated that AO-HDS is a general effect of various perpendicularly magnetized materials, such as ferrimagnets, ferromagnets, and multilayers, etc. [5,6]. El Hadri et al. further demonstrated that AO-HDS requires multiple pulses to fully switch the magnetization [7].

On the other hand, Ostler et al. reported another type of AOS in GdFeCo alloys as well, namely all-optical helicity-independent switching (AO-HIS) [8,9]. This type of AOS is very different from the other. Indeed, a single laser pulse is enough to switch the magnetization. AO-HIS is only observed in the Gd-based samples: GdFeCo alloys, Co/Gd multilayers [10], and spintronic devices [7,8,10–12]. Recent studies demonstrated a similar heat-driven single-pulse switching can be induced by a femtosecond electron-pulse or even a picosecond electrical pulse [13–15].

AO-HIS is often described using an atomic spin model. The ultrafast switching dynamics is triggered by the heat pulse due to the absorption of laser energy [8]. Various mechanisms have been proposed to explain AO-HDS, including the spin-transfer mechanisms [16–18] and the domain stabilization mechanisms [5,19,20]. Heat is shown to be important for both types of AOS. However, the correlation between the underlying mechanisms of AO-HDS and AO-HIS still needs to be clarified [21].

Only GdFeCo alloy have shown experimental evidence of both AO-HIS [8,9] and AO-HDS [3]. However, a comprehensive study of the transition between these two types of switching is still lacking. Finding the deterministic parameter(s), which can control the type of switching, would certainly help understand the physical mechanisms and promote practical applications. In this study, we experimentally demonstrate a transition from AO-HIS to AO-HDS in GdFeCo alloy by varying the thickness of the Pt capping. A similar transition is observed by tuning the laser fluence. We propose that the transition between these two types of AOS might be due to the light absorption profile and the ultrafast heat-transfer process.

II. METHODS

Samples with stack of Ta (3 nm)/Pt (5 nm)/Gd_x(Fe_{1-x}Co)_{20 nm}/Pt (5 nm) (x = 20.6% and 20.9% in atomic percentage) are grown on glass substrates using magnetron sputtering at room temperature. Ta serves as a buffer layer. The thickness of GdFeCo is consistent with previously reported studies [3,8]. The composition of the GdFeCo is tuned by controlling co-sputtering powers of Gd, Fe, and Co targets mounted in a confocal geometry to allow for alloy deposition [14]. After capping with Pt (5 nm), each sample is transferred to another sputtering system equipped with in situ masks. The masks allow depositing different Pt layers on the same initial sample. We then have Ta (3 nm)/Pt (5 nm)/Gd_x(FeCo)_{20 nm}/Pt (Y nm) (x = 20.6% and 20.9%) samples with different Pt capping with Y = 5, 15, and 25 nm. The Curie temperature of our samples is estimated to be 550 K [22,23].

We perform the optical measurements on a setup described elsewhere [14]. The pump laser (35 fs pulse duration, 5 kHz repetition rate, 800 nm wavelength) is incident on the back...
side (the glass side of the sample). The laser fluence is measured with a power meter in the continuous-beam mode before the single-pulse or multiple-pulse experiments. The beam size is determined from the Gaussian fitting of the intensity profile. Figure 1(a) shows the experimental procedure used to distinguish between single-pulse AO-HIS and multiple-pulse AO-HDS. To determine the effect of a "single pulse," the measurements by pumping the film with 1, 2, 3, and 4 pulses at four different positions are performed. If it results in magnetization switching in one direction for 1 and 3 pulses and in the other direction for 2 and 4 pulses independently of the laser helicity, AO-HIS is concluded. To determine the effect of "multiple pulses," the measurements are performed by either sweeping with the laser beam or pumping with 30,000 pulses at the same position (static beam). If it results in a helicity-dependent reversal, AO-HDS is concluded. For samples capped with a 5-nm Pt layer, we imaged with a magneto-optical Kerr (MOKE) microscope on the front side (the capping layer side). For samples capped with thicker Pt layer, the domain imaging is done on the back side to enhance the magnetic contrast.

### III. TRANSITION THICKNESS OF PLATINUM CAPPING

Figure 1(b) shows magneto-optic imaging obtained on Gd(FeCo)$_{1-x}$ (20 nm) capped with a 5-nm Pt layer. By pumping with 1, 2, 3, and 4 linearly polarized laser pulses of 2.68 mJ/cm$^2$, typical AO-HIS behavior is demonstrated for the two samples. Indeed, 1 and 3 pulses induce switching of the magnetization orientation while for 2 and 4 pulses, the magnetization remains in its original magnetic orientation.

![FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of two types of measurements to distinguish between single-pulse AO-HIS and multiple pulses AO-HDS. In the single-pulse measurement, magnetic image is taken after 1, 2, 3, or 4 laser pulses. In the multiple-pulse measurement, the films are swept by the beams ($\sigma^+$, $\sigma^-$, and linear) or are shot by 30,000 pulses ($\sigma^+$, $\sigma^-$, and linear) at the same position. The distance between two spot position shown by the arrows is 60 μm. (b) MOKE images obtained for the two samples with two compositions and the 5-nm Pt capping layer at 2.68 mJ/cm$^2$. (c) MOKE images obtained for the 5-nm Pt capping while the laser beam is swept at 10 μm/s (3.58–4.92 mJ/cm$^2$) for the three different helicities.](image)

Figure 1(b) shows magneto-optic imaging obtained on Gd(FeCo)$_{1-x}$ (20 nm) capped with a 5-nm Pt layer. By pumping with 1, 2, 3, and 4 linearly polarized laser pulses of 2.68 mJ/cm$^2$, typical AO-HIS behavior is demonstrated for the two samples. Indeed, 1 and 3 pulses induce switching of the magnetization orientation while for 2 and 4 pulses, the magnetization remains in its original magnetic orientation.

For the case of 5-nm Pt capping layer, AO-HDS is not observed for both Gd compositions (20.6% and 20.9%). As shown in Fig. 1(c), the multiple pulses sweeping experiment performed with different helicities shows no helicity dependence. For the sample with 20.6% Gd at 3.58 mJ/cm$^2$ and 4.02 mJ/cm$^2$ fluence, we observe reversed magnetic domains which are likely created by a domain-dragging effect [24]. When the fluence is above 4.47 mJ/cm$^2$, we do not observe any switching anymore except at the stop-position of the sweeping path. For the sample with 20.9% Gd, no switching is observed in the same fluence range.

AO-HDS is only observed on Gd,(FeCo)$_{1-x}$ (20 nm) alloys for $x = 20.9%$ and 20.6% with thicker Pt capping layer (15 and 25 nm). Figure 2 shows the domain patterns induced by the laser beam sweeping and the static 30,000 pulses. To quantify the helicity dependence of the phenomena for the two different alloys and the three capping layer thicknesses, the switched ratios for the two helicities are plotted in Fig. 3 starting from a saturated sample.

For the case of 5-nm Pt capping layer, AO-HDS is not observed for both Gd compositions (20.6% and 20.9%). As shown in Fig. 1(c), the multiple pulses sweeping experiment performed with different helicities shows no helicity dependence. For the sample with 20.6% Gd at 3.58 mJ/cm$^2$ and 4.02 mJ/cm$^2$ fluence, we observe reversed magnetic domains which are likely created by a domain-dragging effect [24]. When the fluence is above 4.47 mJ/cm$^2$, we do not observe any switching anymore except at the stop-position of the sweeping path. For the sample with 20.9% Gd, no switching is observed in the same fluence range.

For the case of 5-nm Pt capping layer, AO-HDS is not observed for both Gd compositions (20.6% and 20.9%). As shown in Fig. 1(c), the multiple pulses sweeping experiment performed with different helicities shows no helicity dependence. For the sample with 20.6% Gd at 3.58 mJ/cm$^2$ and 4.02 mJ/cm$^2$ fluence, we observe reversed magnetic domains which are likely created by a domain-dragging effect [24]. When the fluence is above 4.47 mJ/cm$^2$, we do not observe any switching anymore except at the stop-position of the sweeping path. For the sample with 20.9% Gd, no switching is observed in the same fluence range.
capping, the switched ratio for $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^-$ are 94% and 20%, respectively. This switching is clearly helicity-dependent. For the 25-nm Pt capping, the helicity dependency (88% for $\sigma^+$ and 61% for $\sigma^-$) is still observed even though the magnetization could not be fully reversed by circularly polarized beams. The switched ratios induced by static 30,000 pulses [Fig. 3(c)] are consistent with the previous results after beam sweeping.

The results for the Gd 20.9% samples are shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). For 5-nm and 15-nm Pt capping, no AO-HDS can be observed after laser sweeping [Fig. 3(b)]. For the 25-nm-Pt capping, the $\sigma^+$ helicity beam switches the magnetization (93%), while the $\sigma^-$ helicity beam sets the magnetization orientation to its original direction (0.2%). Again, the switching ratios induced by the static 30,000 pulses are consistent with the results after laser beam sweeping [Fig. 3(d)]. According to the MOKE image results (Fig. 1) and the switched ratio results (Fig. 3), we can conclude that by increasing the capping Pt layer thickness from 5 nm to 25 nm, a transition from single-pulse AO-HIS and multiple pulse AO-HDS is demonstrated.

### IV. Transition Fluence

For the sample (20.9% Gd) showing AO-HDS, the switching behavior is further studied as a function of the laser fluence [Fig. 4(a)]. Typical single-pulse AO-HIS is observed at 4.02 mJ/cm$^2$. At higher fluences (above 4.47 mJ/cm$^2$), multidomain states emerge at the domain center and the single-pulse switching occurs in a ring-shaped region [14]. Figures 4(b) and 4(c) display the MOKE images of multiple-pulses AO-HDS induced by a sweeping beam and static 30,000 pulses. Remarkably, AO-HDS can also appears in such a sample with higher laser fluences. According to these results, the threshold value of laser fluence for the transition from AO-HIS to AO-HDS is around 5.81 mJ/cm$^2$.

Figure 4(d) shows the switching ratio induced by single pulses as a function of the laser fluence. The signature of single-pulse switching can be identified from 4.02 to 5.81 mJ/cm$^2$. A pure AO-HIS effect is observed for 4.02 mJ/cm$^2$ (100% switching for 1 and 3 pulses and 0% for 2 and 4 pulses). However, the switching ratios tend toward 50% when the laser fluence increases. Figure 4(e) shows the domain diameter as a function of the fluence. Interestingly, the threshold fluence for single-pulse switching is 4.02 mJ/cm$^2$, much lower than that for multiple-pulse switching (5.81 mJ/cm$^2$).

Based on the experimental observations, we propose a simplified physical picture to explain the interplay of AO-HIS and AO-HDS [Fig. 4(f)]. The laser beam induces an outer ring (AO = HIS, blue), an inner core (AO-HDS, red), and an intermediate region (white).
function of laser fluence [Fig. 4(d)]; and (3) the diameter of switched domains as a function of laser fluence [Fig. 4(e)].

V. DISCUSSION

The above experimental results enable us to draw three conclusions on AOS effects for GdFeCo alloys. (1) When increasing the capping Pt layer thickness from 5 to 25 nm, a transition from AO-HIS to AO-HDS is observed. (2) When increasing the laser fluence on the 20-nm GdFeCo alloy capped with a 25-nm Pt layer, a transition from AO-HIS to AO-HDS is demonstrated. (3) AO-HIS and AO-HDS show different fluence dependencies, and they are not observed in the same set of experimental parameters.

The transition from single-pulse AO-HIS to multiple-pulses AO-HDS by increasing the laser fluence has been explained using the sketch shown in Fig. 4(f). However, it is not clear why the transition from AO-HIS to AO-HDS occurs due to the increase of capping Pt thickness. To answer this question, we analyze the ultrafast heat transfer for different Pt capping in the following.

We first estimate the laser absorption profile using the transfer matrix method, then calculate the associated electron temperature and the phonon temperature as a function of time using the two-temperature model (Appendix A). Figure 5(a) shows the absorption profile for 5-, 15-, and 25-nm Pt capping. The sample with a 5-nm Pt capping shows a higher absorption compared to the other samples due to a lower reflectance. The reflected powers are 60.1%, 65.6%, and 67.3% for Pt thickness of 5, 15, and 25 nm, respectively. Note that the thicker the Pt capping layer, the stronger the variation of the absorption within the depth of the 20 nm GdFeCo layer.

Figure 5(b) shows the deduced electron temperature as a function of depth in GdFeCo calculated using the two-temperature model. For a given laser power, a stronger temperature inhomogeneity within the GdFeCo layer is present for the thicker Pt capping, which is mainly related to the absorption profile within the GdFeCo layer. We will then assume that the AOS transition comes from the change of the temperature homogeneity.

It has been shown that for AO-HIS, the laser fluence should be higher than the threshold fluence and lower than a certain fluence, i.e., 5.81 mJ/cm² in Fig. 4(a). It is reasonable to suppose that AO-HIS takes place only if electron temperature ranges between two values, i.e., 2000 and 2500 K. In the sample with 5-nm Pt capping, the magnetization of GdFeCo would tend to show AO-HIS, because the homogeneous electron temperature is ranging between 2000 and 2500 K in the sample depth [red arrows in Fig. 5(b)]. For 15-nm and 25-nm Pt capping, the electron temperature of a certain part of the GdFeCo depth is lower than the threshold temperature [blue arrows in Fig. 5(b)] due to the in-depth temperature inhomogeneity. The temperature criteria of AO-HIS cannot be fulfilled for all the parts of the GdFeCo layer. In this case, the magnetization of GdFeCo tends to show multipe pulse AO-HDS. Figure 5(c) shows the influence of Pt capping on the switching type. In the samples of thin Pt capping, the outer ring (AO-HIS) is dominant, and multiple pulses cannot induce a helicity-dependent switching. In the samples with thick Pt capping, the inhomogeneous temperature suppresses AO-HIS, and the dominant effect is AO-HDS.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we experimentally demonstrated the transition from single-pulse AO-HIS to multiple-pulse AO-HDS by increasing the Pt capping thickness and by tuning the laser fluence. The two types of switching cannot be observed for
the same set of parameters, which supports that their mechanisms are uncorrelated. The observation shows that AO-HIS is observed for laser fluencies much lower than AO-HDS in accordance with recent observations of single-pulse switching using electric pulses [14,15]. To explain the origin of the transition, the distribution of electron temperature within the GdFeCo layer on the subpicosecond timescale is calculated based on the two-temperature model. This calculation indicates that the thick Pt capping leads to an inhomogeneous electron temperature within the GdFeCo, which is not compatible with AO-HIS.
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APPENDIX A: TWO TEMPERATURE MODEL

The two-temperature model considers the electron channel and the phonon channel for heat propagation. We calculate the electron temperature by solving the Eq. (A1) numerically. The parameters used in the model are shown in Table I.

\[
\begin{align*}
\gamma (\text{Jm}^{-3}\text{K}^{-2}) & \quad 750 & \quad 167 \\
C_p (\text{Jm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}) & \quad 2.8 \times 10^6 & \quad 2.25 \times 10^6 \\
\Lambda_e (\text{Wm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}) & \quad 50 & \quad 4.5 \\
\Lambda_p (\text{Wm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}) & \quad 7.0 & \quad 2.0 \\
g_{ep} (\text{Wm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}) & \quad 1.1 \times 10^{18} & \quad 0.6 \times 10^{18}
\end{align*}
\]

APPENDIX B: PHONON TEMPERATURE AND MCD

Figure 6 shows the GdFeCo phonon temperature calculated by the two-temperature model. Note that the Curie temperature in our sample is estimated to be 550 K. The phonon temperature at 10 ps reaches 550 K, which is close to the Curie temperature.

We demonstrated in Fig. 4 AO-HIS at low fluences and AO-HDS at high fluences. The multiple-pulse AO-HDS could be potentially explained by the MCD in GdFeCo [18]. We performed the standard ellipsometry measurement to evaluate the MCD in our sample. First we measure the refractive index for the M+ and M− states, and then the refractive index of GdFeCo for linearly polarized (LP) is given as \( n_{LP} = (n_{M+} + n_{M−})/2 \) and \( \Delta n = n_{M+} - n_{M−} \). Then the refractive index of GdFeCo for left-handed circularly polarized (LC) and right-handed circularly polarized (RC) light are shown as a function of wavelength.
$n_{LC} = n_{LP} + \frac{1}{2} \Delta n$ and $n_{RC} = n_{LP} - \frac{1}{2} \Delta n$. Based on the refractive index for LC and RC, the MCD ratio is calculated for the wavelength range 600–900 nm (Fig. 7). Our sample shows an MCD ratio of 1.1% at 800 nm.


